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DMS−100 LGINCTRL

LGINCTRL

Table Name :  Login Control Table

Functional Description of Table LGINCTRL

Table LGINCTRL enables the dump and restore of login control data.  This capability allows for the
preservation of data when software is upgraded.  Table LGINCTRL is an extension of table
TERMDEV and tuples can only be added or deleted from table LGINCTRL through table TERMDEV
tuples.

The optional Command Interpreter (CI) command LOGINCONTROL is recommended to change
tuples in table LGINCTRL.

Datafill Sequence :  Table TERMDEV must be datafilled before table LGINCTRL

Table Size :  0 to 127 tuples

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field Descriptions for Table LGINCTRL

Field or
Subfield            Entry               Explanation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TERMDES             alphanumeric        Terminal Designation
                    (up to 8            This field defines the name defined by the operating
                    characters)         company for each of the terminal types.  All Trunk
                                        Test Positions (TTPs) must be assigned first, starting
                                        with the Maintenance and Administration Position (MAP)
                                        TTP:0, followed by the remaining TTPs in numerical
                                        order.  After the TTPs are assigned, other terminal
                                        devices, such as printers and Video Display Units 
                                        (VDU), can be assigned.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DISTIME             −1 to 32767         Disabled Time
                                        This field defines the time, in seconds, that the 
                                        terminal is disabled.

                                        Entries outside the range indicated are invalid.

                                        The default value is −1 (forever).
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
MAXLOGIN            1 to 32767          Maximum Login Time
                                        This field defines the time, in seconds, that the
                                        user has to login before being disabled.

                                        Entries outside the range indicated are invalid.

                                        The default value is 60 (60 seconds).
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−continued−
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DMS−100 LGINCTRL Control Table
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field Descriptions for Table LGINCTRL (continued)

Field or
Subfield            Entry               Explanation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
MAXIDLE             −1 to 32767         Maximum Idle Time
                                        This field defines the maximum idle time, in seconds,
                                        that the terminal can remain idle.

                                        Entries outside the range indicated are invalid.

                                        The default value is −1 (forever).
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
MAXRETRY            −1 to 32767         Login Retries
                                        This field defines the number of tries available for 
                                        login.

                                        Entries outside the range indicated are invalid.

                                        The default value is 4.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Note: If the user tries to enter a value of less that −1 (minus one) for fields
DISTIME, MAXLOGIN, MAXIDLE or MAXRETRY, it is aborted.  As the login control increment
is optional, some or all of these fields are not active in the load.  Other fields are
dependant on other optional features such as BC1043 (Automatic Dial Back).
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DISABLON            ALL                 Login Auto Disable Event
                                        This field defines the set of events that disable
                                        a terminal.

                                        * ALL (all conditions are in effect)

                    LC_                 * LC_DIALBACKCALLFAIL (modem dialback call failed)
                    DIALBACK
                    CALLFAIL

                    LC_                 * LC_DIALBACKLOGINFAIL (modem dialback login failed)
                    DIALBACK
                    LOGINFAIL

                    LC_IDLE             * LC_IDLETIMEOUT (terminal idle time−out)
                    TIMEOUT

                    LC_                 * LC_LOGONFAIL (logon failed)
                    LOGONFAIL

                    LC_LOGON            * LC_LOGONTIMEOUT (logon time−out)
                    TIMEOUT 

                    LC_LOGOUT           * LC_LOGOUT (user logged out)

                    LC_OPEN             * LC_OPEN_COND (open condition)
                    _COND

                    NONE                * NONE (no conditions are in effect)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−continued−
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DMS−100 LGINCTRL Control Table
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field Descriptions for Table LGINCTRL (continued)

Field or
Subfield            Entry               Explanation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
FRCOUT              Y or N              Force−logged Out
                                        Y (yes) defines that a user is forced−logged out 
                                        if the line is dropped.  Otherwise, enter N (no).

                                        The default value is N.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DIALBACK            DB_OFF              Dialback State
                    DB_ANSWER           This field defines the state of a modem with 
                    or DB_DIAL          with dialback feature.

                                        Enter DB_OFF if the dialback feature is off.
                                        Enter DB_ANSWER if the dialback feature answers.
                                        Enter DB_DIAL if the dialback feature is in dial
                                        mode.

                                        The default value is DB_OFF.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DIALTYPE            AUTO                Dial Type
                    PULSE               This field defines the type of dialing.
                    or
                    TONE                Enter AUTO for automatic dialing, PULSE for
                                        pulse dialing, or TONE for tone dialing.

                                        The default is AUTO.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NUMRINGS            1 to 15             Number of Rings
                                        This field defines the number of rings allowed 
                                        before a modem call fails.

                                        The default value is 7.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NUMCALLS            1 to 7              Number of Calls
                                        This field defines the number of calls allowed 
                                        before the terminal device is disabled.

                                        The default value is 1.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Datafill Example :  An example of datafill for table LGINCTRL is shown below.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafill Example for Table LGINCTRL
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Example of a MAP display:

TERMDES     DISTIME     MAXLOGIN     MAXIDLE     MAXRETRY                  DISABLON
FRCOUT      DIALBACK    DIALTYPE                 NUMRINGS     NUMCALLS
___________________________________________________________________________________
MAP         −1          60           −1          4                         NONE
N           DB_OFF      AUTO                     7            1
___________________________________________________________________________________
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DMS−100 TERMDEV

TERMDEV

Table Name :  Terminal Device Table

Data Forms:   2056

Functional Description of Table TERMDEV

Table TERMDEV lists the assignments for terminal devices.

The operating company completes the input for table TERMDEV.  The switching unit Input/Output
Controller (IOC) assignments to the terminal devices are shown on Northern Telecom drawing
number D610.

See table MTD (Magnetic Tape Device) for the terminal devices that have fixed assignments on the
IOC.

Assign the Trunk Test Positions (TTP) devices in order: TTP:00, TTP:01, TTP:02 and so on, until all
the TTP devices are assigned.  Only then can the rest of the printers and Visual Display Units
(VDU) be entered in the table.

WARNING!  Lockout Condition Can Occur.  A lockout condition exists if all
commands are set as privileged−classed (PRIVCLASS) out for all users and
terminals.  The only way out is to use the user identification (userid) ADMIN.  An
ADMIN userid is neither displayed nor restricted in any way.  It is always available,
provided the ADMIN password is known and the terminal is not in the automatic login
(AUTOLOGIN) mode.

If the DMS switch is under a heavy load, a number of terminals and one log device must continue to
run despite the call processing or maintenance load.  The base support is accomplished by having
guaranteed background tasks.  Guaranteed tasks are limited in number, so they run more frequently
than other tasks.

The following devices can be guaranteed.

One Network Management (NWM) Maintenance and Administration Position (MAP) or port.• 
One Switching Control Center System (SCCS) MAP.• 
One local MAP.• 
One service analysis position or interface.• 
One Emergency Technical Assistance Service (ETAS) reserved device.• 
One log device.• 

In table TERMDEV no more than five devices can be guaranteed, and in table LOGDEV only one
device can be guaranteed.  These devices are assigned by the customer through datafill in tables
TERMDEV and LOGDEV.  Any user logging into any of these devices has a guaranteed response.

Field GUAR is set to N (no) by default, and must be changed if this feature is to be used.
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Note:  Access to table TERMDEV can be restricted by datafilling table
CUSTPROT.  For operating companies in the United Kingdom, access to this table
must be restricted by datafilling table CUSTPROT, to prevent the customer of third
party system maintenance from reconfiguring terminal data and affecting automatic
dial−back or terminal command class restrictions.

If the switching unit contains feature AD0179 (ACD Real Time Display Enhancement), the datalink
device must be datafilled in table TERMDEV and table SLLNKDEV in order to be connected in
LNKUTIL and used to generate the ACDRTD (ACD Real Time Display) reports.

If the switching unit contains feature package NTX243AA (AMA Teleprocessing System), table
TERMDEV must be datafilled for each of the two recording devices in the Device Processing
Peripheral (DPP) unit.  TERMDEV must be datafilled for the DPP links before datafilling table
DPP.  For reliability, care must be taken to datafill terminals that are associated with different IOCs.

When datafilling table TERMDEV, table CUSTPROT, table SUBPROT, or table CMDS, do not use
the same class number twice; the system does not distinguish between class numbers for
commands and class numbers for system data table access privilege.  As the PERMIT command is
used to assign privilege classes for commands and for access to tables, accidental duplication of a
class number can cause the PERMIT command to provide not only the intended access to a
command, but also unintentional access to a table.

If a change to table TERMDEV affects the terminal data used by table DPP, the affected tuple must
be deleted from table DPP before deleting the tuple from table TERMDEV.

Effective BCS30, with the 1X67FA device controller card for the Simplified Message Desk Interface
(SMDI) feature, two C−side links enable outgoing messages sent from Central Control (CC) to the
card to be received over C−side link 0 (zero).  Outgoing messages sent from the card to the CC are
routed over C−side link 1.

With two C−side links, datafilling table TERMDEV with a console device using a 1X67FA terminal
controller card requires two tuples.  When the first tuple is added manually, a second tuple is added
automatically by table control.

There is a two−tuple restriction placed on field TERMDES when datafilling a console device using
the 1X67FA terminal controller.  In this instance, there is a maximum field length of seven
characters.  When the second tuple is added automatically, the second, unique tuple name takes
the name of the first tuple, followed by the capital letter I.

When datafilling table TERMDEV with a console device that does not use the 1X67FA card, the
maximum length of a tuple name in field TERMDES is eight characters.

For related information, refer to table MTD.

Datafill Sequence :  Table IOC must be datafilled before table TERMDEV

Table Size

Memory is automatically allocated for the maximum number of 128 terminal devices, which includes
59 SMDI−type console devices and 64 non−SMDI devices; the remaining five entries are reserved
for other uses.
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field Descriptions for Table TERMDEV

Field or
Subfield            Entry               Explanation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TERMDES             alphanumeric        Terminal Designation
                    (up to 8            This field defines the name defined by the operating
                    characters)         company for each of the terminal types.  All Trunk
                                        Test Positions (TTPs) must be assigned first, starting
                                        with the Maintenance and Administration Position (MAP)
                                        TTP:0, followed by the remaining TTPs in numerical
                                        order.  After the TTPs are assigned, other terminal
                                        devices, such as printers and Video Display Units 
                                        (VDU), can be assigned.

                                        Dial−up facilities used by ETAS as Field Service
                                        Engineering (FSE) should be named DIAL1, DIAL2,
                                        and so on.

Note: Enter a maximum eight characters except
                                        if using the 1X67FA card, which requires seven
                                        characters.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
IOCNO               0 to 19             Input/Output Controller Number
                                        Enter the number of the input/output controller to
                                        which the terminal device is assigned.  See
                                        table MTD for details.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CKTNO               0 to 35             Input/Output Controller Circuit Number
                                        Enter the input/output controller circuit number
                                        to which the terminal device is assigned.  See
                                        table MTD for details.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TERMTYPE            CYB,                Terminal Type
                    DEFAULTC,           Enter one of the following terminal types:
                    DPH, FPRT,
                    HAZ, HP,            * CYB (Cybernex)
                    KSR, LGR2,          * DEFAULTC (does not support MAP)
                    LSG, PRT,           * DPH (Displayphone)
                    SMDI, SPRT,         * FPRT (Fast Printer (does not pad output lines
                    TEC, VT100,           with nulls))
                    VT102, or           * HAZ (Hazeltine)
                    VUC4                * HP (Hewlett−Packard)
                                        * KSR (Keyboard Send/Receiver)
                                        * LGR2 (Cybernex)
                                        * LGR2 LSG (Lear Sigler)
                                        * PRT (Printer (pads output line with 15 nulls))
                                        * SMDI (Simplified Message Desk Interface)
                                        * SPRT (Slow Printer (pads output line with 
                                          30 nulls))
                                        * TEC (TEC)
                                        * VT100
                                        * VT102
                                        * VUC4 (Vucom)

Note: Check printer operating manual for number
                                        of nulls required.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−continued−
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field Descriptions for Table TERMDEV (continued)

Field or
Subfield            Entry               Explanation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
BAUDRT              B110,               Baud Rate
                    B134PT5,            Enter the baud rate of the terminal device.
                    B150, B300,
                    B600, B1200,
                    B1800,
                    B2000,
                    B2400,
                    B3600,
                    B4800,
                    B7200,
                    B9600, or
                    B19200
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
INTYP               CL or EIA           Interface Type
                                        If the terminal device is equipped with a data
                                        set or modem, enter EIA (Electronic Industries
                                        Association interface).  Otherwise, enter CL
                                        (Current Loop).
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
EQPEC               alphanumeric        Equipment Product Engineering Code
                    (up to 8            Enter the Product Engineering Code (PEC) of the
                    characters)         terminal controller card.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
PRTY                EVEN, ODD           Parity
                    or NONE             Enter the parity of the terminal device.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GUAR                Y or N              Guaranteed Device
                                        Enter Y (yes) if the device is guaranteed, that is,
                                        the device continues to run despite the call
                                        processing or maintenance load.  Otherwise,
                                        enter N (no).

                                        The default value is N.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
MODEM               CTS, DBANS,         Modem Type
                    NONE,               The entry in this field describes the type of modem
                    RIXON,              that is connected to the corresponding port, and
                    or UDS              thus determines which set of procedures is used
                                        for controlling the modem.

                                        If enhanced password control (automatic dial−back)
                                        is present, the type of modem must be specified.
                                        If the feature is not present, the entry is NONE.

                                        Enter CTS if the CTS212AH modem is connected to
                                        the port.

                                        Enter DBANS if a modem is connected to the port but
                                        the modem has no agency procedures (the modem is
                                        capable of autoanswering but not autodialing).

                                        Enter RIXON if the Rixon R212A modem is connected
                                        to the port.

                                        Enter UDS if the Motorola UDS−224 is connected to
                                        the port.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−continued−
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field Descriptions for Table TERMDEV (continued)

Field or            
Subfield            Entry               Explanation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
COMCLASS            0 to 30             Command Class
                    NONE                Enter the command classes allowed for the terminal
                    or                  device.  The command classes must be separated from
                    ALL                 each other by a blank space.

                                        Enter NONE if no one is allowed any commands for the
                                        terminal, or ALL is there is no restriction for any
                                        commands for the terminal.

                                        A user logged in at the terminal is permitted to 
                                        execute only those commands that are allowed on
                                        the terminal and for the user's login identification.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Datafill Example

An example of datafill for table TERMDEV is shown below.  The first tuple shows standard datafill
on an unguaranteed MAP device.  The second tuple shows datafill with a terminal ID for use in table
DPP.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafill Example for Table TERMDEV
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Example of a MAP display:

TERMDES   IOCNO   CKTNO   TERMTYPE   BAUDRT   INTYP   EQPEC   PRTY   GUAR   MODEM
                                                                            COMCLASS
___________________________________________________________________________________
MAP       0       8       VT100      B1200    CL      1X67AA  NONE   N      NONE
                                                                            ALL

DPP1LNK1  0       8       VT100      B1200    CL      1X67AA  NONE   N      NONE
                                                                            ALL
___________________________________________________________________________________
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DMS−100 MWDATA

MWDATA

Table Name :  Milliwatt Data Table

Data Forms:   2169

Functional Description of Table MWDATA

Table MWDATA provides different milliwatt (mW) values that are required for the office.  Up to ten
different milliwatt values (level in decibels (dB) and frequency in Hertz (Hz)) can be preset.  Table
MWDATA is used by the office whenever a milliwatt reference value is required.  The table is
indexed by a milliwatt index number provided by table CLLIMTCE.

The milliwatt level is selected on a trunk group basis.  Table MWDATA may be modified using
standard table control aspects.  The milliwatt values in positions 1 to 9 (field IDXKEY) can be
added, changed, and deleted as required.  The value in position 0 (zero) cannot be deleted, but it
can be changed.  Position 0 must always contain the standard milliwatt value for the office.

For a given cp_id of a circuit, the milliwatt level and frequency fields are updated.  The system
indicates whether the information is valid.  If the information is not valid, the standard milliwatt value
is assigned for the office is used.  The standard value is always assigned to position 0 in table
MWDATA.  Note: Position 0 (field IDXKEY) in table MWDATA must always be datafilled.

Datafill Sequence :  There is no requirement to datafill other tables prior to table MWDATA.

Table Size :  1 to 10 tuples

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field Descriptions for Table MWDATA

Field or
Subfield            Entry               Explanation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
IDXKEY              0 to 9              Milliwatt Index Key
                                        Enter the milliwatt (mW) index.  This field is the
                                        key to the table.  The index 0 (zero) must always
                                        be datafilled.  Index 0 cannot be deleted, but the
                                        values in field MWDATA can be modified.  All other
                                        indices can be added, changed, or deleted.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
MWDATA              see subfields       Milliwatt Data
                                        This field consists of subfields LEVEL and FREQ.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LEVEL               −1000 to 1000       Decibel Level
                                        Enter the decibel leve in 0.1 dB steps.  An entry 
                                        of 10 is equal to a decibel gain of 1 dB and an
                                        entry of −10 is equal to a loss of 1 dB.

Note: Values against index 0 can only be
                                        changed.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−continued−
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field Descriptions for Table MWDATA (continued)

Field or
Subfield            Entry               Explanation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
FREQ                0 to 16000          Milliwatt Frequency
                                        Enter the milliwatt frequency in Hertz.

                                        Any entry outside the range indicated for this
                                        field is invalid.

Note: Values against index 0 can only be
                                        changed.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Datafill Example

An example of datafill for table MWDATA is shown below.  The example consists of the assignment
of index 0 with a standard North American level of 0 dB and a frequency of 1004 Hz.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafill Example for Table MWDATA
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Example of a MAP display:

IDXKEY     MWDATA
___________________________________________________________________________________
0          0     1004
___________________________________________________________________________________
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Rent−A−Cop Jammer

Overview

This is a simple, little battery operated device to "jam" those poorly designed UHF repeater systems
which are commonly used by the security guards (Rent−A−Cops) at shopping malls.  The vast
majority of these UHF repeater systems operate between 450 MHz and 470 MHz and use the "plus
5 MHz offset access system".  What this means is, the repeater's INPUT frequency is exactly 5 MHz
higher than the repeater's OUTPUT frequency.  This device uses this fact to mix (with a
Mini−Circuits ASK−1) the repeater's own OUTPUT frequency with a 5 MHz clock oscillator signal to
generate a new signal, which will be equal to the repeater's INPUT frequency.

When this device is placed near the repeater's antenna system, the repeater will essentially "jam"
itself.  The next time the repeater is accessed, the repeater's output signal will "mix up" to hold the
repeater open − rendering it unusable.  This is a very good prank to play on those asshole mall
security guards who are always hassling you.

The main drawback is that the jammer needs to be placed fairly close (within about 50 feet) to the
repeater system's transmit & receive antenna.  Most repeater systems will use the same antenna for
both transmitting and receiving, but on some systems, the antennas are separated to improve
coverage.  You may need to throw the jammer device on a rooftop, or in some nearby trees (best)
to be effective.  Practice makes perfect!  For the antennas, nothing fancy is needed.  6 inch pieces
of #30 gauge wire make good, easily hidden, 1/4−wavelength antennas at around 460 MHz.

Repeater systems which do not use the "5 MHz offset system" are also susceptible to this type of
jamming.  You'll just need to generate a clock signal which is equal the repeater's required offset
frequency.  For example, 2−meter amateur radio repeater systems normally use a 600 kHz input
offset.  To generate a 600 kHz clock signal, take a 6 MHz clock oscillator and divide its output by 10
with a 74LS90 counter.  Everything else remains the same, with only the antennas changed to 19
inch long pieces of wire.

This type of mixing jammer is not effective against repeater systems which output (transmit) a
different Private Line (PL) tone than the one required for the input (receive).  This is done, in fact, to
prevent this type of jamming.

Useful Part Numbers & Notes

5 MHz Full Size (TTL/CMOS) Clock Oscillator − Mouser Stock No. 520−TCF500• 

6 MHz Full Size (TTL/CMOS) Clock Oscillator − Mouser Stock No. 520−TCF600• 

74LS90 (DIP14) Decade Counter − Mouser Stock No. 526−NTE74LS90• 

UHF repeater systems which operate between 470 MHz and 512 MHz tend to use a 3 MHz input
offset.
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Schematics
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Receiving 900 MHz Band Cordless Phones

This is a overview of a really nice 900 MHz Yagi antenna, band pass filter, and receive pre−amplifer
one can use to greatly enhance their SIGINT reception of normal (unencrypted, non−digital),
Frequency Modulated (FM), 900 MHz band cordless phones.

The 902 MHz to 928 MHz Part 15 band is an operating haven for today's cordless phones.  Lots of
people have been leaving their "new" 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz phones (which have horrible range and
can disrupt wireless LAN devices) for the good ole' 900 MHz band phones.  The main reason for
this is simple, phones operating in the 900 MHz will have greater range due to their lower
wavelength.  This little fact also helps us SIGINT guys monitor our neighborhood Commies, Nazis,
2600 readers, terrorists, nutcases, etc.

The first part of this setup is the antenna.  Thankfully, good high−gain antennas are available
commercially for low cost.  Yes, that's right.  Fair Radio sells the Antenna Specialists Model
#ASPJ2996, 7−element Yagi antenna for only $19.95.  This antenna is meant for the 928 MHz to
960 MHz Studio−to−Transmitter Link (STL) band, but works beautifully in the 902−928 MHz
band.  There is a slight gain roll−off on the lower frequencies due to the SWR mismatch, but the
gain will still be around 8 dBi.

Antenna Specialists Model #ASPJ2996 Antenna

<−−  Point in Direction of Receive Point Towards Interference  −−>

Mount this antenna, vertically polarized (elements running up−and−down), as high as possible,
away from any nearby trees or metal objects, and pointing to your target's general location.  A neat
trick with directional antennas of this type is that you can "null" out any interfering co−channel
stations by pointing the back−end of the antenna (the part with the N−connector) at the intefering
station.  This is very useful for "nulling−out" those interfering 900 MHz pager stations or other
in−band cordless phones.  Also, those cheap Radio Shack TV antenna rotators are very handy for
providing complete 360° rotaing antenna coverage.  You'll want to use very high−quality coaxial
cable for all the long antenna feedline runs.  Times Microwave LMR−400, "name brand" RG−8, or
Belden 9913 (all using N−connectors) is the probably the best choice right now, and easiest to
obtain.  Avoid RG−58 (except for short jumpers) or Radio Shack RG−8 coax, it's crap.  RG−6QS (75
ohm, Quad−Shield), with adapters for the F−connectors, works surprisingly well in a pinch.
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This next part of this setup is the Band Pass Filter (BPF) after the antenna and in−front of the
receive pre−amplifier.  This device helps to attenuate out−of−band RF interference from the 880
MHz cellular phone and 929 MHz pager bands.  This will prevent signals from overloading the
pre−amplifier's front−end and causing any intermodulation degradation.  My favorite BPF is the
ComNav Engineering 8BCR12C−915/C25−DX.  This is actually the BPF used in the 900 MHz
Metricom Ricochet pole−top RF modems, which where popular in the late 1990s.

ComNav Model 8BCR12C−915/C25−DX Filter on a Ricochet RF Modem

The above picture is a 900 MHz Metricom Ricochet RF modem PC board showing the ComNav
Model 8BCR12C−915/C25−DX filter (the long silver rectangle on the right).  To remove it, heat the
underside of the PC board with a slowly rotating hot−air gun.  The filter will fall right out when the
heated board is turned upside down.  The RF input to the filter is the end nearest the PC board's RF
connector.  You'll need to make some small coax jumpers to connect to the antenna's feedline and
the receive pre−amplifier.  The performance specifications for this ComNav filter are:

   Center Frequency : 913.5 MHz
        2.5 dB Loss : 906 − 921.5 MHz
        4.0 dB Loss : 902 − 925.5 MHz
    30 dB Rejection : 895 & 929 MHz  (pagers at 929 MHz)
    50 dB Rejection : 880 & 945 MHz  (cellular phones at 880 MHz)
      Passband VSWR : 1.7:1
    Passband Ripple : < 0.25 dB
RF In/Out Impedance : 50 ohms

This particular filter is optional, but highly recommended.  Digi−Key carries the Toko
4DFB−915E−10 3−pole BPF equivalent, Part No. TKS2617CT−ND, but its passband isn't nearly
as sharp.

The two "prongs" on the filter's ends are the input/output connections.  Solder your coax's center
conductor to the "prong" and the shield of coax to one of the filter's ground tabs.
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The most important part of this setup is the actual receive Low Noise Amplifier (LNA).  Thankfully,
these are also cheap and easy to obtain.  We will be using surplus M/A−Com AM−1383A 821 − 851
MHz LNA from Surplus Sales of Nebraska, Part No. (RF) KS21583L9, for $65.  These where
originally designed as receive pre−amplifiers for the 800 MHz cellular site uplink (receive) frequency
band.  They will also work beautifully in the 902 − 928 MHz band.

M/A−Com AM−1383A Low Noise Amplifier

A drawback to these amplifiers is that they require a clean +24 VDC supply (at around 200
mA).  Voltages down to +18 VDC will work fine as the LNA has an internal regulator.  The LNA uses
SMA connectors for the RF input and output, so small jumper cables should be made to connect it
to the antenna/filter and the communications receiver.  Performance specifications for this LNA are:

        Gain : 44 dB  (821 − 851 MHz)
Noise Figure : 0.8 dB
  Output IP3 : +38 dBm

On certain communications receivers, usually Radio Shack scanners, this LNA will provide too
much gain, and can overload the receiver's front−end.  Too prevent this, add about a 10 dB resistive
attenuation pad to the output of the LNA, or flip the "10 dB ATT" switch on the back of some Radio
Shack scanner models.

Example of my 900 MHz LNA setup.
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RF INPUT (from the antenna) is the upper−left N−connector, this feeds the BPF INPUT (the BPF is
hidden), the BPF OUTPUT goes to the LNA RF INPUT, the LNA RF OUTPUT goes to the
bottom−left N−connector, then to a Radio Shack PRO−2042 scanner.  This is all powered from a
linear +24 VDC power supply (RED wire positive).

Here is the outside case overview of the complete amplifier assembly.  It is housed in an old ammo
box, with all the holes sealed with rubber washers or sealant to make it somewhat water
resistant.  The RF input is on the left, the RF output is on the right.  The switch, 1 Amp fuse, and
green neon light control the power supply.  The protection bars are brass drawer handles.  A plug
for the 120 VAC power cord is provided on the rear of the ammo box.

To use the new amplifier assembly, connect it between your directional antenna and your
communications receiver capable of tuning between 902 MHz and 928 MHz in 5 kHz steps
(narrowband & wideband FM).  There really is no bandplan to the 900 MHz band, but you'll usually
find the cordless phone's HANDSET transmitting around 924 − 928 MHz and the BASE transmitting
between 902 − 908 MHz.  Scanning the BASE frequencies will allow you to hear both sides of the
conversation (in analog hybrid systems) and will usually also have a higher output RF power.  Use
both 5 kHz and 12.5 kHz steps to scan the band and use the narrow or wide FM selection mode to
maintain the highest receivability.
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The Radio Shack PRO−2035/2042 line of scanners is ideal for monitoring the 900 MHz cordless
phone band.  The picture on the left is of a PRO−2042 scanner with its stock BNC connector
replaced with a N−connector.  This allows the use of high−quality connecting coaxial cables.  The
IC picture on the right is of a 8,000 channel modification to the PRO−2042.  Both of these
modifications are also highly recommended.  The 8,000 channel modification is covered in detail
here: http://www.dafh.org/gbppr/mil/rsscanner.
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Bonus

This GBPPR 'Zine Bonus Section is going to be a little different this month.

I use to have an old DMS−100 Quick Reference Guide from the 1990's which I always wanted to
type−up for a phreaking file, but just never got around to doing it (it's huge).  Well... I was poking
around Nortel's website and whaddaya know ... they now offer the DMS−100 Quick Reference
Guide as a PDF download!

This manual covers the commonly used Command Interpreter (CI) commands, table editor
commands, circuit pack descriptions and numbers, hardware shelf diagrams, SuperNode hardware,
even the DIP switch settings for line cards.  No more digging through dumpsters anymore!  BTW,
this is (one of) the manuals which is used for alot of the DMS−100 files you see around in Internet
(in Phrack, etc.).

Download the Nortel DMS−100 Family − Quick Reference Guide − 2002 (2.9 MB PDF) at one the
following URLs:

http://www.dafh.org/gbppr/zine2/dms100_quick_ref_guide.pdf  (Fast)

http://gbppr.dyndns.org/PROJ/zine2/dms100_quick_ref_guide.pdf  (Very Very Slow)

Or directly from Nortel (TAM−1001−018−UPDATES − 2002):

http://www130.nortelnetworks.com/cgi−bin/eserv/cs/main.jsp?cscat=documentation

This is a must read file!  Also, be sure to grab those other PDF files on Nortel's website.
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End of Issue #7

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Death                                                       To                                                          Islam.

"I love the smell of burning Mosques in the morning...It smells like−−Victory."
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